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Club Meeting Information
July Meeting Summary
The minutes from the July meeting can be found at the end of this newsletter.

Next Meeting – The After Hours Hangar, Orchard Road
Next club meeting will take place on Tuesday the 9th of August. Please arrive at 7:30pm; the meeting starts
at 8pm.
This month we will have an evening of wine tasting courtesy of Brancott Estate Wines so prepare your palate
and join us for a nice relaxing evening of wine and cheese! 
Please bring along a gold coin donation for the evening.
Please also note that the bar will be closed due to Warren Kelly and his licensed replacement both being
away.

Trips and Events
Please make sure you check the website for trips and events or contact Mark Ewing or Gareth Halliburton on
the email addresses below if you have any trips queries.



Gareth - GarethHa@fcc.co.nz
Mark - m.ewing@ewings.co.nz

Some upcoming trips include;
 Mikhail Lermontov Trip – Show weekend (Now Full!)
 Fiordland 2017
 Solomon Islands 2018
Register your interest for upcoming trips with Gareth or Mark.

Mid-Winter Christmas Dinner
This year’s mid-winter Christmas dinner was a roaring success. Approx. 30 people came along to catch up
and enjoy the dinner and atmosphere in Bishop Brothers in Bishopdale.
The food was fantastic and the company even better. Below are some snaps, taken by Lynette Baker, of the
food and the night.

August Recipe
Mexican Fish Tacos, Arrrrribaaa!
Ingredients
Main Ingredients
 1 x 400 g tin of cannellini beans
 8 large quality flour tortillas
 olive oil
 4 x 200 g haddock fillets , skin on,
scaled and pin-boned, from sustainable sources
 1 lemon
 a few sprigs of fresh mint
Pineapple salsa
 1 small fresh pineapple
 2 fresh chillies , mixed colours if possible
 ½ a bunch of fresh mint
 1 small red onion
 2 limes
 extra virgin olive oil
Slaw




½ a red cabbage
1 fresh jalapeño chilli
1 tablespoon red wine vinegar

White garlic sauce
 1 bulb of garlic
 150 ml sour cream
 1 lime
 a few sprigs of fresh flat-leaf
parsley

Guacamole
 ½ a small red onion
 2 spring onions
 1-2 fresh red chillies
 3 ripe avocados
 2 ripe tomatoes
 a few sprigs of fresh mint
 1 lime

Method
1. Preheat the oven to 180ºC/350ºF/gas 4.
2. Place the whole garlic bulb in the oven for 1 hour, or until softened.
3. To make the pineapple salsa, trim and peel the pineapple, cutting out any brown scraggy bits. Slice
into wedges, cutting out and discarding the tough core.
4. Dry fry in a large frying pan over a medium heat for around 4 minutes, or until charred, turning
occasionally. Finely chop, then place into a bowl with all the lovely juices.
5. Finely chop the chillies, pick and finely chop the mint leaves, then peel and finely chop the onion.
Squeeze in the lime juice and drizzle with extra virgin olive oil. Season to taste.
6. For the guacamole, peel and roughly chop the red onion, trim and roughly chop the spring onions
and roughly chop the chillies on a large chopping board. Destone the avocados and scoop the flesh
onto the board, then halve and deseed the tomatoes.
7. Start chopping and mixing all the ingredients together until finely chopped and combined.
8. Pick over the mint leaves, squeeze over the lime juice and drizzle with 1 tablespoon of extra virgin
olive oil. Season to taste with sea salt and black pepper, giving it one final chop.
9. Very finely slice the red cabbage on a mandolin (use the guard!). Finely slice the jalapeño chilli, then
place in a bowl with the vinegar. Mix well.
10. Squeeze the roasted garlic cloves out of their skins, then mash and fold it through the sour cream
(use natural yoghurt if you want to be a little healthier). Add the lime juice and a splash of extra
virgin olive oil, then season to taste. Pick, finely chop and stir through the parsley leaves.
11. Drain and add the cannellini beans to a medium frying pan over a medium-high heat. Cook for 5 to 7
minutes, or until they start to pop and blister. Place in a bowl and keep warm. Wrap and warm your
tortillas in the cooling oven.
12. Wipe the pan out and return to a medium heat with a splash of olive oil. Season the haddock fillets
and finely grate over the lemon zest, then place skin-side down in the pan for 4 minutes, pressing
down lightly with a fish slice. Turn them over and cook for a further 3 minutes, or until slightly
golden and just cooked.
13. Place your warm tortillas on a plate and top with a spoonful of guacamole and slaw. Flake over the
fish in chunky pieces, then top with the pineapple salsa, a dollop of garlicky sour cream and a
spoonful of crispy beans.
14. Pick, finely slice and scatter over the mint leaves, then serve with sliced red chilli and lime wedges, if
you like.

Safety section
Below is an article by Ivo Kalushev from www.divingmexico.com about coping with issues under water to
control, reduce or eliminate the onset of panic.
Please note that this is the opinion of the author, Ivo Kalushev, following his own experiences and research.

Save your own life underwater! How to deal with panic attacks while diving
I want to share something with the diving community, which I think is very important and might actually save
lives. I do not have anything original here, but I have been giving this advice to divers and non-divers over
the past couple of years and since it seems to work every time and I get 100% positive feedback, I have some
confidence that this is something worth sharing.
We have an often reoccurring problem in diving, both open water and overhead, and this is the possibility of
panic underwater. Active panic, passive panic, weird panic, you name it. Everyone does it differently. There
are many articles written on that subject. Especially in cave diving, when we study accident analysis (and we
should!) there is this puzzling and reemerging pattern of fatal accidents which involve people who are later
found with gas in their tanks. Most of these cases are later ‘diagnosed’ as heart attacks. This may very well
be the final outcome, but from my own experience and from the experience of many fellow dive instructors,
what is actually the cause of death may be a panic episode of some sort. In fact, in the overhead
environment, a fully developed panic episode means almost certain death.
I think that many cave divers have experienced in certain situations a state of chaotic thinking which
threatens to spin out of control. I certainly have. The more experienced we are, the better we can deal with
this problem, but it is there, as a potential life threat. It is actually assumed that no one is exempt from this,
no matter how skilled and experienced. And it has no doubt caused many deaths underwater, both directly
and indirectly. There seems to be however a very simple technique you can do to stop this from developing,
and it works every time. Read on.
Now, we seem to think that a ‘panic’ attack has a psychological trigger. After all, that is what the name
suggests – ‘panic’ means fear i.e. we fear something, and we finally freak out. Wrong! It doesn’t really
happen like that, although fear can be a factor. A panic attack which begins as a sudden anxiety
accompanied by insistent, troubling and chaotic thoughts seems to have an entirely physiological immediate
trigger, and the simplest one at that – a change in your breathing pattern, which leads to CO2 buildup in
your body. I am stating nothing new here, I am just putting the pieces together. Bear with me, I’ll explain.
When we cave dive we use a horizontal trim. Our body is designed to rest while in horizontal position, and
our breathing becomes shallower. Of course we adapt to that underwater and learn to stay alert, but we
cannot entirely overcome the tendency to breath shallow while, essentially, laying down. It is a bodily
mechanism. If we keep the same rhythm and are not afraid (which also triggers shallow breathing), we are
fine. However when we abruptly change the level of exertion – we start to swim after scootering, we start to
fight a current or we just realize we have become lost and start a cycle of shallow breathing out of anxiety –
the body cannot get rid of the accumulated CO2 and a CO2 buildup happens automatically.
As we know, it is not O2 deficiency which triggers the breathing impulse, it is actually an excess of CO2. So,
what happens next is still more accelerated shallow breathing, accompanied by the feeling that you cannot
get enough air. That is actually not true – you do get enough gas, what you cannot do is get rid of the CO2. In
fact, by breathing shallow you are building up more of it and soon the body will shut off rational thinking and
will revert entirely to instinct in order to survive. The bad news is – we do not have instincts for underwater.
Our hardware wiring is to run in a dangerous situation. This, sadly, translates to drowning while diving.
As a CO2 buildup brings anxiety and chaotic thinking, people make the mistake to think that it is a mind
issue. Most of us completely fail to realize that it is in fact an entirely physiological process. You accelerate
your movement to get out of whatever is happening, and this builds up still more CO2. If you go on, in about
a minute you will lose control.

As anyone who has done serious pranayama knows, breathing patterns in the human body are stable, they
do not change easily. When faced with CO2 buildup emergency, the body does not change the already
established shallow breathing pattern by itself, it just accelerates it, making the matter worse. In order to
change the breathing pattern from shallow to deep, you have to know how to do it, and do that consciously,
and you have to do it before you lose the ability to do rational things. You have a very short window of
opportunity to reverse the process.

What you should do
What you should learn to do yourself, and what you should teach others to do at the first sign of anxiety and
chaotic thinking is the following:
1. Stop all movement immediately and recognize that you are having a physiological issue, NOT a
psychological issue! Freeze your body in a static position. This greatly diminishes the production of CO2.
2. Exhale with as much force as you can, completely, two times. Concentrate only on exhaling, two times.
This reverses the impulse to inhale and sends the right signal to your body.
3. Inhale, as fully as you can, hold the breath as low as possible, and create as much pressure as you can in
the lower abdomen. Make your belly stick out as much as possible, like a basketball. Feel the strain,
and HOLD as long as possible.
4. Exhale forcefully and completely, and repeat point 3 one more time, while still staying completely still.
That’s it. You will be surprised that immediately following these four simple steps, all your doomsday
thoughts will vanish in thin air, you will feel completely comfortable and you will find yourself wondering
how can all this be possible.
What we actually do is flush the CO2 from the body, and then change the breathing pattern with a very
simple pranayama exercise, called “vase breath” (Kumbhaka). No need to explain where this is coming from,
but it is a way for reprogramming the breathing pattern, among other things.
When you know this technique you will learn to recognize the very first signs of anxiety – both underwater
and out of the water, and apply it immediately. If you are a cave diver, this will allow you to attempt things
you didn’t dare to touch, with confidence and relaxation. If you are just a normal person suffering from panic
attacks this will help you regain your life. Also – stay fit. A fit person is less likely to switch to a shallow
breathing pattern. Try it for yourselves and please spread the word, as this is really important.
I wish you all happy and safe diving!

Tech Section
The article below is from www.humanfactors.academy regarding complacency in a technical rebreather
dive, discussing the actual case.

It’s the little things that catch you out
Humans like to do things efficiently, or as some call it, cutting corners. The problem is that when the
configuration changes and the diver cannot recall the 'situation' and it bites, it sometimes ends up with a
dead diver.
Complacency is a term often used as one of the key factors when it comes to diving fatality reports. The
problem is that complacency is only really apparent after the event because we have had something occur
that shows us how far we are from the ideal. The same mental developmental processes which allow us to
operate efficiently are also the same processes which can lead to an accident.
Complacency can be summed up as the difference between the perceived model of the world and the reality
of the situation. To save time, humans create models of expectation of what is happening around them so
that we don't have to process vast amounts of information. If nothing changes, we run that mental model
making assumptions about what will happen in X seconds/minutes/hours from now. If nothing major
changes to bring our focus to the fore, we assume that the model was correct. This can have major
consequences if there is a change and we don't pick it up because either we weren't looking for it, or
because it was below a threshold level of detection.
This report was released earlier this year which showed that a USAF C-130 flight-deck crew had stowed a
night-vision goggle storage case in front of the control column to make it easier to conduct an enginerunning offload at an airbase in Afghanistan. Unfortunately, when the offload was finished, they were still
operating in a blacked-out cockpit and the crew did not see the control restriction and proceeded to takeoff. Unfortunately, the aircraft crashed shortly after take-off killing all onboard due to that control
restriction, and the crew's subsequent action of an emergency drill thinking something else was wrong. (This
summary is much easier to read & navigate than the main report, and highlights the key issues).
Another aviation story where experts have made mistakes...but what has this got to do with diving?

Diving Incident
Consider a diver who is undertaking a video filming task. They are relatively inexperienced on this CCR and
want to reduce the noise of the solenoid firing which may be picked up by their camera system. In addition,
they believe that they want to have clear arms when operating the video equipment, so move the handset
controllers to the outside of the arms. They need to have good access to the viewfinder, so move the HUD
away.
Now they have no means of actively monitoring their pO2 within the breathing loop.
That's ok because the system will inject O2 into the loop when the pO2 drops below a certain level and keep
the level to sustain life. That is until the O2 cylinder is turned off to reduce the noise on the video...
When we are task-loaded, and that only means actively monitoring more than 7 +/-2 things at once, we have
a poor appreciation of time as that is something that needs to be actively tracked. Consequently, it would be
difficult to keep track when the O2 needed to be turned back on without looking at a technical monitoring
solution e.g. HUD or handsets.
Unfortunately, the diver drowned when they ascended and the pO2 dropped below life sustainable levels.
I am sure a significant number of people would have immediately gone "How stupid was that? It was obvious
it was going to end in disaster." Obviously not, because most people don't have a death wish...
Hindsight and Complacency
In hindsight, it is easy to see that the risk controls (solenoid and controller, handset displays, HUD) were
being removed and that there was likely to be increase in risk due to an inability to provide sufficient O2 for
life. If the removal of these controls is essential, additional controls are needed which could include team
monitoring of the videographer, and if need be, interrupting the shot to allow O2 to be added to the
breathing loop. Much better a lost shot, than a dead diver. Even better is not to turn the O2 off and accept
that there is noise which can be removed in post-processing.
We could easily judge this to be complacency, but incidents don't happen in isolation. Divers operate as part
of a system which includes the standards frameworks, equipment manufacturers, training organisations,
dive centres, instructors, social conformity requirements, authority gradient, task objectives or goals, the
physical environment and the diver. The list goes on. However, by focussing on the diver and their
'complacency', the chances of preventing future accidents like this are very slim. We need to take a wider,
systems view of the problem.
Technical issues are relatively easy to solve but need to be reported to identify the failures. Social and
commercial drivers are much more difficult.
However, the process can start by being able to brief and debrief dives to set the baseline and expectations
including what controls are in place and what lessons can be learned from the last events. We need to be
able to create an environment where we can ask or question someone else's configuration without the fear
of having your head ripped off, even if they are a superstar in the diving world. This would allow issues to be
captured before divers get in the water. An external set of eyes will spot more than those of the
diver themselves. Sometimes it might be rubbish, but better that, than missing something essential.
(The training provided by the Human Factors Academy covers effective communications including assertion
skills, how to maintain situational awareness and recognise the signs when it is being lost, teamwork skills
and the stages which every team goes through. This is available online or classroom-based.)

Committee Notices
Election of Officers and the Annual General Meeting
See the AGM notice at the end of this newsletter. Please think about nominating someone or standing for
any of the positions on the Committee. You don’t have to be a long standing member to come onto the
Committee – new people bringing new ideas are very welcome!
Nominations are currently sought for President, Secretary, Editor and General Committee Members.

CUC Membership Subs
The CUC Membership subscription renewal form can be found at the end of the newsletter after the AGM
notice.

CUC Caps and Beanies
The Club has these fantastic caps and beanies for sale at just $17 each. Please contact somebody on the
committee if you’re interested in getting your hands on one as the weather turns cooler.

Links
For member and lodge booking information and upcoming event information check out our website:
http://cuctest.com/

Also visit our Facebook page for the latest trip reports and other news!
https://www.facebook.com/CanterburyUnderwaterClub

Oxygen Administration
The following club members are qualified to administer oxygen if the need arises on club dive trips.
Gareth Halliburton
Mark Ewing
Phil Baker
Lynette Baker
Laurence Sunshine
Melissa Alps
Colin Wadeson
Louis Kimber
Richard Chitty
Steve Curry
Lesley Curry

Club night bar
Please note that the bar will not be open at the
next club night as there is no licensed bar tender
available on the night. It’s just as well we’ve got
Brancott Estate coming in to share their amazing
wines with us then isn’t it?! 

Entertainment Book

The 2016 | 2017 Entertainment™ Books and Entertainment™ Digital Memberships are available now!

Discover thousands of valuable up to 50% off and 2-for-1 offers for many of the best restaurants, cafés, arts,
attractions, hotels, travel, shopping and much more – choose your way with the following:



The traditional Entertainment™ Book Membership that comes with the Gold Card and vouchers.
The Entertainment™ Digital Membership that puts the value of the Entertainment™ Book into your
iPhone or Android smartphone!

Available now, the NEW 2016 | 2017 Christchurch Entertainment™ Memberships still sell for just $65 and
you’ll receive over $20,000 in valuable offers you can use until 1 June, 2017.

20% of every membership sold contributes to our fundraising for land re-mediation and repairs to the
retaining wall! Help us achieve our goal by sharing this link with your Friends and Family. Thanks for your
support!
Please contact Wayne Lester on president@canterburyunderwater.org.nz or Mel Alps on
millymousealps@hotmail.com for a hard copy of the book.
Alternatively you can go online ,https://www.entertainmentbook.co.nz/orderbooks/1343k43, to get your
digital copy and help support the club's fundraising efforts!

General Notices
Information on local and regional dive shops involved with the Canterbury
Underwater Club
Local
Deep Blue Diving
Deep Blue Diving is located at 251 Blenheim Road, Christchurch. Canterbury U/W club members receive a
discount on air fills, hydro and visual testing on proof of membership. Call Jun on 03 332 0898 for more
information or check out www.deepbluediving.co.nz

Dive HQ Christchurch
Dive HQ Christchurch is a PADI 5 star IDC centre located at 103 Durham St South, Sydenham, Christchurch.
Dive HQ have offered a percentage rebate to our club for all club member purchases made with the
exception of trips and items that are already on sale. Call the friendly team Free on 0800 DIVEHQ (348347),
03 379-5804 or check out their website www.diveskiworld.co.nz

Underwater Sports, Christchurch
Underwater Sports is a dive shop at 25 Coleridge Street, Christchurch. Contact Paul Roberts and the team on
03 964 4444 for all your recreational and commercial diving equipment needs or visit
www.underwatersports.co.nz

Regional
Go Dive Marlborough - Picton
Go Dive Marlborough is an SDI/TDI and PADI diver training and charter facility. Canterbury U/W club
members receive a discount on air fills on proof of membership. The shop is located at 66 Wellington Street,
Picton in the RSA building. Call Free on 0800 GODIVE (463 483) or 03 573 7831 or visit www.godive.co.nz

Dive Kaikoura
Dive Kaikoura is a PADI 5 star dive centre located on Yarmouth Street, Kaikoura. Nigel and Kelly are
always on hand to cater for your diving needs. Call Free on 0800 348 352 or 03 319 6622 or visit
www.divekaikoura.co.nz

Dive Insurance

The Divers Alert Network (DAN) is your scuba diving safety association. DAN provides protection for scuba
divers with Worldwide Emergency Evacuation Coverage (with your DAN Membership) and optional Dive
Injury Insurance Plans, for chamber and hospital costs following a covered diving accident.
Joining DAN (Membership and Dive Injury Insurance) gives you peace of mind. It allows you to enjoy your
scuba diving knowing you will be looked after in the event of a diving incident, wherever you are in the
world, 24-hours a day, 7 days a week.
Why DAN? With 30+ years’ experience helping sick and injured scuba divers worldwide, DAN are the experts
in diving accident management. Visit http://www.danap.org/ for more information.

Expressions of Interest sought for the following activities:
 A winter fishing trip
 A refresher diving course run by the club at club night
 First aid course run by the club at club night
Please contact the committee at committee@canterburyunderwater.org.nz if you’re interested in any of
the above.

Comedy Corner
Naming a child?

A child goes to his father and asks, "Father, how do parents think of names for their children?"
The father answers, "Well, son, the night before the mother gives birth, the father goes into the woods and
camps for the night. When he wakes the following morning, the first thing he sees is what he names his
child, which is why your sister is named Soaring Eagle. Why do you ask, Bear Poop?"

Traffic Lights
Two guys are driving down 5th Avenue in Manhattan when they come up to a red light. The guy driving
slams the gas pedal and they go zooming past the red light.
His friend looks at him and says, "Hey, you just went through a red light." The guy driving says, "Don't worry
about it. My brother does it all the time."
So they keep driving and they come to a second red light. The guy driving slams on the gas pedal and zooms
past another red light. His friend is pretty mad, looks at him and says, "Hey man, you just went through
another red light. What the heck are you doing?" The guy driving tells his friend, "Don't worry about it. My
brother does this all the time."
They come to a third red light and the guy driving slams on the gas, zooming past the red light. His friend
starts screaming at him, "What the heck? You're going to get us killed! Pull over and let me out." The guy
driving screams back at him, "I'm telling you: don't worry about it. My brother, he does it all the time."
So they keep driving and they come to a green light. The guy driving slams on the brakes. His friend looks at
him and says, "Are you out of your mind? What the heck is wrong with you? You go flying past three red
lights, almost getting us killed, and then you slam on the brakes when you have a green light?" The guy
driving looks at his friend and says, "I had to stop; my brother might have been coming."

Under Pressure

Xanto’s Column

Xanto is the Canterbury Underwater Club’s Resident Spy. Below is his report on goings on!
Xanto is either currently on holidays or divers are behaving themselves!

The CUC Quizzler
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Answers at the end of the newsletter

What’s the capital of the American State Hawaii?
In which city was the Titanic built?
What was the name of Napoleon’s first wife?
Which city became the capital of West Germany in 1949?
Urticaria is a skin disease otherwise known as what?

Canterbury Underwater Club Inc - Lodge Information
The Canterbury Underwater Club Lodge offers a fantastic facility to both members and non-members with
dedicated boat parking, gear washing facilities, fish filleting stations, crayfish cooker and a communal
cooking and living area.
The lodge can sleep a maximum of 20 people in its five rooms,
specific rooms can be requested when booking but may
change to accommodate the numbers of person in a party.
The Annex rooms (11 to 16) can sleep up to 16 people and will
be reserved for members only unless the entire Lodge has
been pre-booked for a Group.
This will not apply to holiday weekends and may be varied for
either of the above if the lodge is only or likely to be partially
occupied during your stay.
Please *remember* that you need to bring your own linen and bedding.

Member Rates
Members and Partners $15.00 per person per night
Child 5-17 years
$5.00 per child per night
Child Under 5
Free

Member Cancellation Policy
Prior to mid-day on the day of arrival
No Charge
Later than mid-day on the planned day of arrival
1 night charged
Cancellation of a Booking for a holiday weekend must be done 3 days prior to the planned day of arrival or a
two night penalty charge will apply if the beds booked cannot be re-let. The booking agent will advise the
Treasurer and Secretary in these events.

Non-Member Rates
Adult
$26.00 per person per night
Child 5-17 years $10.00 per child per night
Child Under 5
Free
Vouchers can be used for non-members (for a stay when accompanied by a member) but will be redeemed
at the non-member price.

Non-Member Cancellation Policy
Cancellation of bookings and refund of deposits will be as per standard motel practice for Groups or
Individuals.

Lodge Booking Information
Bookings are handled by the Norfolk Pine Motel. To lessen the impact on them in the running of their own
business, we kindly ask that you respect the following instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

E-mail is the preferred booking method.
Phone bookings should be made no later than 7pm and no earlier than midday.
Please do NOT use the motel’s 0800 number; doing so will incur a $4 charge.
Please let Norfolk Pine know how many people in your group so they can allocate beds and also the
member/non-member make up of your party.
5. Payment must be made upon collection of keys – Vouchers, Cash or Cheque only please, NO EFTPOS.
6. Uplift keys before 8pm; please phone them if you are running late.

Ron Zhang , Norfolk Pine Motel
124 The Esplanade
Kaikoura
p: 03 319 5120
f: 03 319 6405
e: norfolkpine@clear.net.nz

General Lodge Rules and Obligations for ALL Users












No Pets of any description to be taken onto or into any part of Club Lodge facilities unless the
committee receives a request in writing prior to staying in the Lodge and approves pets to be there
under special circumstances only.
Any visiting guests may not over-night at the lodge unless booking and registration is completed at
Norfolk Pine Motel prior to 8.00 pm and it does not interfere with any other persons booking.
No smoking is permitted at the Club Lodge.
Alcohol consumption is permitted in moderation.
General noise to be kept to a minimum late in the evening to be respectful to others staying at the
lodge.
No undersize Fish/Crayfish/Shellfish or excess quota of any species to be kept at the club lodge.
BBQ and Crayfish Cooker are only to be used outside.
Clean up when you leave. There are no cleaners. We are totally reliant on club users.
Keys must be returned to Norfolk Pine on the day of departure, lost keys will incur a $25.00 fee.
Please direct any complaints (other than minor booking issues), suggestions or issues with the lodge
facilities to a committee member.

These conditions of use of the Lodge are authorized by the President, Treasurer, and Secretary of the
Canterbury Underwater Club Inc. and take effect from 01-06-2015.
Signed on behalf of the executive of the committee:
Mark Buckland - Treasurer
Dated: 01-06-2015 Updated 01-06-2015

Committee Members 2015 – 2016
Committee members are here to help if you have any questions about the club or any of our facilities.

Position

Name

Contact Details

President

Wayne Lester

p: 03 342 4949 m: 021 436 913
e: president@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

Vice President

Warren Price

p: 03 354 5522 m: 0274 821 866
e: warren@bfis.co.nz

Secretary

Lynette Baker

p: 03 965 3454 m: 021 058 3566
e: secretary@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

Treasurer

Mark Buckland

p: 03 322 9335 m: 027 706 5516
e: treasurer@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

Support Treasurer

Ted Loughnan

e: tedloughnan56@gmail.com

Editor

Lesley Curry

m: 021 246 4689
e: editor@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

Committee
Lodge Custodian

Phil Baker

p: 03 965 3454 m: 0272 555 074
e: unfehlbar@xtra.co.nz

Committee
Trips Co-ordinator

Mark Ewing

p: 03 980 3002 m: 021 222 1672
e: m.ewing@ewings.co.nz

Committee
Trips Co-ordinator

Gareth
Halliburton

m: 021 668 412
e: garethha@fcc.co.nz

Committee

Laurence
Sunshine

m: 022 487 3906
e: laurencesunshine@gmail.com

Committee

Melissa Alps

p: 022 0842 716
e: millymousealps@hotmail.com

Committee

David Jones

p: 03 3603066 m: 027 447 3437
e: david.jones@z.co.nz

Committee

Steve Curry

m: 027 323 9962
e: stephencurry50@gmail.com

Assistant Lodge Custodian
(non-Committee)

Ian Waite

p: 03 308 8866 m: 021 355 379
e: ianwaite@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

CANTERBURY UNDERWATER CLUB
Minutes of Club Meeting – 12th July 2016
Meeting opened 8.00 pm
Wayne opened the meeting, thanked everyone for attending.

Guest
Wayne welcomed the all guests

Apologies:
Ian Waite, Stuart Walker, Laurence Sunshine, Dominic M, Warren Turton, Daniel Parkinson
Apologies accepted by Wayne, Seconded by Warren

Reading and Approval of Previous club Meeting Minutes from: 14.6.2016
The minutes were taken as read and accepted. Moved by Grant and seconded by Wayne

Matters arising from previous minutes:
None

Trip reports/events:
Club trips – 2 trips planned for this weekend. One to Kaikoura, Saturday and Sunday, staying at the lodge
contact David Jones. Second spearfishing day trip contact Gareth.
 No change in the big trips and are still currently full
 Fishing trip booked for the 17th September out of Kaikoura. Fishing for blue nose and grouper.
Approximately 8 hours $230.00 each. A few places are left.
Member Dives
 David and Phil dived Tonga Island reserve with others from the NZU AGM. Unfortunately the viz
wasn’t the best as there was quite a lot of silt, however there were impressive crays. The second
dive out of the reserve was better and a few good sized crays were caught.

General Business:
Entertainment Books: Wayne reminded members that Entertainment Books were still available and to
support the club.
Committee Minutes and financial report: These are available for people to read at club meetings. Dave
Alexander got them.
Scallop season: This has been cancelled in Nelson this year for commercial and recreational collection.
Refresher Course: A long debate was held about whether the club should organise and pay for a refresher
course for members that were trained a long time ago. Dave Alexander mentioned that older members
safety was a concern and the club should be promoting safe diving, and the sale of the boat was to go back
into diving or another boat, and argued why couldn’t some of the money go towards a refresher course.
Lynette mentioned that she only received 3 people indicating an interest from being advertised in the
newsletter and that she had approached Dive HQ and they needed 10 people. Wayne pointed out that the
committee was against supporting paying for the refresher course because of the lack of interest from
members, and that the money was put aside for club trips and was now needed to help solve the issues
with the slip.

David Jones supported Wayne and also commented that if divers were concerned about safety then they
should be proactive themselves and pay for their own refresher courses. Wayne commented then that the

club would support and organise refresher courses if those interested did their own fund-raising under the
umbrella of the club to pay for the courses. David Jones offered that these members wanting refresher
courses could join them in shore dives to practice safe diving strategies. Further discussion held.
Mid-Winter Christmas Dinner: This year it will be held at the Bishop Brothers in Bishopdale mall, on the
Saturday 23rd July. Start 6.00pm. Warren Price mentioned that the facility has won awards and should be a
good night. Lesley Curry is taking names.
August Meeting: Wine tasting evening hosted by Brancott Estate
Club Clothing: Wayne brought sample garments to show members and stated that we were also getting
more samples from other companies.
Dry Suit for sale: See Steve Cottrell
Treasurer: Mark Buckland thanked Ted and Lynette for stepping in while he was away.
Subscriptions: These are now due. A special notice will be sent out along with committee nominations.
Lodge Working bee: Phil Baker, Ian Waite, David Potts and Mark Buckland had a working bee at the lodge
last weekend to do a few jobs – fixed and stabilised the outside stairs, repaired electrical fittings to obtain
the WOF for the building and took away to the dump some scrub debris that had been previously cut down.
Mark is currently getting the fire extinguishers safety checked. He has done 3 and needs them to be taken
back to the lodge and the other 3 brought back to Christchurch.
Club AGM: This will be held in September. We need a new Editor and Secretary at this stage and maybe a
few more committee members.
NZU AGM: 3 people attended the NZU AGM held in Nelson last weekend. Wayne reported that one of the
guest speakers was a Barrister who spoke on safety legislation. The Barrister suggested that everything
needed to be in writing, boat operators need to have a checklist and be seen to have taken every practical
step possible to avoid a problem.
Warren Kelly asked about club trips and boats vs member trips and boats. A long discussion was held about
boat and diving safety. Main points from this discussion were - fitness levels of divers, qualifications and
diving within your limits, having accidents or near misses reported to a safety officer and these printed in
the newsletter for others to learn from. Wayne concluded that the Club is looking at producing a handbook
based on the Nelson Club’s handbook.
David Jones suggested that he would like our club to do something like the Education Marine Reserve
Group who teaches children how to snorkel in Marine Reserves.
Mark Buckland suggested that the 3 people who attended the AGM write a report to go in the newsletter.
Hosting other Clubs: Warren Price mentioned that he had approached North Canterbury Dive Club to see if
they would like to stay at Kaikoura for a weekend and be hosted by our club. They were very keen to do this
and would invite members of our club back to their facilities in Motunau. Nelson club is also very interested
in this idea.

Meeting closed 8.50pm
Wayne called the official part of the meeting closed, and welcomed Steve Curry to show a cave diving DVD.

Raffle
1st – Chris Glasson (Wine), 2nd – Mark Ewing (Pork), 3rd – Ted L (Chicken), 4th – Katrina A (Wine) 5th –
Warren Kelly (Mystery), 6th – David Jones (Mystery), 7th Wayne Lester (Mystery)

The CUC Quizzler Answers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Honolulu
Belfast
Josephine
Bonn
Hives

NOTICE
OF
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
OF
THE CANTERBURY UNDERWATER CLUB INC
To be held on
Tuesday 13th September 2016
The CUC committee is calling for all notices of motions and nominations for office in respect of the officers
and members of the committee to be forwarded in writing to the Club Secretary.
Notices of Motion must be received 28 days prior to the AGM. (16th Aug)
Nominations for Office must be received 14 days prior to the AGM (30th Aug) and be signed by the nominee,
the proposer and the seconder all of whom must be financial members of the CUC.
This is the time of year that the Committee would like you to take the opportunity to consider your club’s
future and being involved in the running of it in the year to come.
If you believe someone is ideally suited to be on the committee then please take some time to organise their
nomination.
Also don’t be afraid to start things moving on your own behalf if you think you have something to contribute,
get your proposer and seconder organised and submit your nomination.

I propose ...............................................................................................................................................................
For the position of ................................................................................................................................................
Proposed by .........................................................................................................................................................
Seconded by .........................................................................................................................................................
Signed by the nominee .........................................................................................................................................

Agenda









Minutes of previous AGM read
Matters arising
Treasurer’s Report
President’s Report
Election of Officers
Votes on Notices of Motion
General Business
Presentation of Trophies

NOTE: The Canterbury Underwater Club Constitution, clause 17b, states that “Postal votes shall be accepted
from entitled members provided they contain an original (not photocopied) signature and legible name.”

Membership Renewal
Canterbury Underwater Club Inc
PO Box 2287
CHRISTCHURCH

Annual Subscription Invoice for the Period 1st July 2016 to 30th June 2017
Fees:
Senior $75.00
Junior $45.00 (up to 18th birthday)
Couple $85.00
Veteran $36.50 (60 years and over with five or more years of CUC membership)
*A rebate of $5.00 is allowed if payment is received before 31st October 2016.
Members who fail to pay their subscription by the 30th November 2016 will have their names removed from
the club list and will have to reapply for membership and pay the joining levy.
Remittance may be sent to PO Box 2287, Christchurch, or paid to the Treasurer at monthly meetings, or
remitted directly into our Bank Account online or via any branch:
KiwiBank Limited
Account Name: CANTERBURY UNDERWATER CLUB INCORPORATED
Account Number: 38 9014 0722283 00
Please make sure you include your name and “CUC Subscription” as a reference.
___________________________________________________________________________________
PLEASE COMPLETE, DETACH AND PRESENT WITH PAYMENT
Type of Subscription: (Circle one) Senior / Junior / Couple / Veteran
Amount enclosed $ ___________
Members Name: __________________________________________________________________
Name of Spouse / Partner: __________________________________________________________
Address:_________________________________________________________________________
Phone: Work: ___________________ Home:__________________ Mobile: __________________
Email Address:____________________________________________________________________
I hereby give permission for the above details to be included in the club membership listing which is
circulated to members of the Canterbury Underwater Club Inc from time to time.
YES □ NO□ Signed: ________________________________________________________________

